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After completing Cultivating a Leader’s Impact, participants will be able to:   

 describe the structure of the Hero’s Journey

 articulate their personal goals, “whys”, and values

 apply concepts like ownership and inspiration to leadership

 understand and break out of their comfort zones

 explain and discuss their own insights into effective leadership

 exercise creativity to develop novel solutions to problems

 identify and apply leadership methods used by The Walt Disney  
 Company

 compare and contrast transactional and transformational  
 leadership

IMPACTFUL LEADERSHIP – DISNEY STYLE
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College students come together to discuss principles of impactful  
leadership in this unique experience that takes place both “behind the 
scenes” and inside Disneyland® Park.

The day’s framework is immediately established in the form of the Hero’s 
Journey: an archetypal narrative structure that’s as relevant to great  
leadership as it is to great storytelling. Students discover how Walt 
Disney Parks and Resorts uses tools like the Four Keys to forge a unique 
creative culture.

For a look behind the scenes in this creative culture, students step into  
a conference room used by actual Disneyland® Resort leaders. Here they 
embark on a round-table discussion as they share, discuss, and debate 
their viewpoints on effective leadership. Guided by the needs and interests 
of the group, this conversation may touch on topics like ownership,  
communication, creativity, success, and the comfort zone.

Ultimately, students return to the Park for a case study in real-world 
leadership. They learn how hundreds of Cast Members across numerous 
teams unite to support the Entertainment offerings of the Disneyland® 
Resort. To see these concepts in action, students are treated to a viewing 
of a select show or Entertainment experience.

The program reaches its epic conclusion as students are inspired to  
become leaders who are truly transformational, not merely transactional – 
paving the way for their Hero’s Journey of impactful leadership to begin 
in earnest.

Ages 18+ 4 hours Disneyland® Park
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